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Abstract: Rough Set Theory (RST) is a data mining technique which is used to deal with vagueness and uncertainty emphasized in
decision making. The objective of this paper is to analyze Faults Repairing System (FRS) based on RST before and after applying a
suggested algorithm for labor force redistribution. In thefirst, the indiscernibility relation groups together faults that are indiscernible
into equivalence classes, which allowing calculating reducts, FRS analysis in the view of decision regions. Then, Labor Force
Redistribution Algorithm (LFRA) is implemented to redistribute faults to malfunctions repairs technicians in the same central or in the
cluster according to a set of parameters. Finally, analyzing FRS based on rough sets after applying LFRA. The proposed methodology
will be implemented using TE Company as a case study. The results showed that LFRA will improve the accuracy of approximation,
maximize the percentage of faults which certainly can be repaired on the same day and minimize the percentage of faults which certainly
can’t be repaired on the same day.
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1 Introduction

RST was developed by Pawlak at the beginning of the
eighties; it is considered as a new mathematical tool for
incomplete data analysis and supports approximations in
decision-making [8].

RST is based on the hypothesis that some entities are
indiscernible from others if they are classified in the same
way regarding their related information; thus, the
definitions of indiscernibility relation, lower and upper
approximation, and accuracy of the approximation are
introduced in RST [23].

RST does not need to give statistical probability
distribution of some attributes in advance and do not have
to obey any assumptions. RST assumes that entities set
analyzed itself imply the knowledge and knowledge is
regarded to be a classification ability of the entity. The
main objective is to infer rules which can describe each
entity classified under which attributes from information
system [13].

In recent years, the research and applications on RST
have attracted more and more researchers’ attention in
many areas such as fault diagnosis, image processing,
massive data processing, intelligent control systems and
others [5,6,10,15,16,24].

Zaras et al. [22] proposed the Dominance-based
Rough Set Approach (DRSA) to help the Board of
Directors of the Community Futures Development
Corporations (CFDC). The CFDC were needed a tool for
decision support to identify the projects that were
proposed by the contractors and partners of its territory.
The DRSA proposal was suitable for the data processing
with multiple indicators based on many examples to
extract rules related to the proposed model.

Pati et al. [7] presented a new attribute reduction
technique, based on directed Minimal Spanning Tree
(MST) and RST. In the first, they computed a similarity
factor between each pair of attributes using
indiscernibility relation. Based on the similarity factors,
an attribute similarity set was formed from which a
directed weighted graph with vertices as attributes and
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edge weights as the inverse of the similarity factor was
created. Then, all possible MSTs of the graph were
created. From each tree, iteratively, the most important
vertex was included in the reduct set and all its out-going
edges are deleted. The process terminates when the edge
set is empty, thus producing many reducts.

Sheu et al. [13] analyzed students’ misconception
based on RST and integrated with an interpretive
structural model to match students’ degree of two classes.
The methodology has provided an effective diagnostic
assessment tool for teachers.

Qiu et al. [11] applied the RST to the point cluster and
river network selection to meet the requirements of RST.
In the first, they formalized the spatial information of
entities by the convex hull, triangulated irregular network,
Voronoi diagram, etc. In the second, they manually
assigned decision attributes to the information table
according to condition attributes.

Giudice et al. [3] introduced an application of RST to
the real estate area ”office units located in Directional
District of Naples” and was also integrated with a
functional extension so-called “Valued Tolerance
Relation” to improve its flexibility. A multiple regression
analysis (MRA) was implemented on the same real estate
sample with the purpose to compare RST and MRA
results.

This paper is organized as follows. Some preliminary
concepts about RST are briefly recalled in Section 2. In
Section 3, FRS at Telecom Egypt (TE) Company is
formulated. FRS is analyzed based on RST in Section 4.
Section 5 suggests an algorithm for Labor Force
Redistribution (LFR). FRS is analyzed based on RST
after applying LFRA in Section 6. Section 7 compares
FRS before and after applying LFRA. Section 8
concludes this paper and lists future points.

2 Preliminary Basics about RST

The main concepts of RST are introduced in the following
section.

2.1 Information Table

Formally, it is an information system (IS), and can be
represented as the following [12,7]:

IS=(U,C∪D,V, f ) , (1)

where
U=(x1,x2,x3, . . . ,xm) (2)

is the universe, a non-empty finite set of objects,

C={c1,c2,c3, . . . ,cn} (3)

is a non-empty finite set of conditional attributes,

D={d} (4)

is set of decision attribute,

V={v1,v2,v3, . . . ,vn} , (5)

vi is the range of attributeci ,

f is a set offci information functions, (6)

Each attributeci∈C defines an information function

f ci
:U→vi . (7)

2.2 Indiscernibility Relation

According to RST, for every set of attributesB⊂C, an
indiscernible relationInd (B) is defined in the following
way: two objectsx and y are indiscernible by the set of
attributesB in C if b(x)=b(y) for everyb⊂B, where
b(x) denotes the value of attributeb for elementx. The
equivalence class ofInd (B) is called the elementary set
in B because it represents the smallest discernible groups
of objects. For any elementx on the universeU , the
equivalence class ofx in relation Ind (B) is represented
as[x]Ind(B)or [x]B [2,9].

The partitions induced byInd (B) on the universeU
are represented asU/ [x]Ind(B) or U/B. Thus, an
equivalence relation groups together elements that are
indiscernible into classes, providing a partition of the
universe of objects.

Consider two sets of attributesB1⊂B2⊆C, then
[x]B2

⊆[x]B1
and U/B2≤U/B1 is achieved consequently.

That is, a larger set of attributes produces a finer partition
of the universe and a smaller set of attributes produces a
coarser partition [12].

Consider two sets of attributes B1,B2⊆C,
thenU/B1∩U/B2=U/(B1∪B2) and [x]B1

∩[x]B2
=[x]B1∪B2

is achieved consequently [17].

2.3 Core and Reduct of Attributes

The process of reducing an IS such that the set of
attributes of the reduced information system is
independent and no attribute can be deleted more without
the loss of information from the IS known as reducts [14,
17,19].

A subsetB of the setC is named as a reduct if and
only if it includes the following properties [14]:

1.
U/B=U/C. (8)

2.
U/(B−{a}) 6=U/C, f orall a∈B. (9)

3.
[x]B−{a} 6=[x]C, f oralla∈B. (10)
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4.A consistency factor of a subsetB

= a consistency factor of the setC (11)

The core is the necessary element for representing
knowledge or rules and is the common part of all reducts,

Core(IS)=∩reduct(IS) . (12)

2.4 Upper and Lower Approximations

Let a set X∈U , B be an equivalence relation and a
knowledge baseK=(U,B). The following subsets can be
associated [9,12,17,21]:

1.The lower approximation (positive region) set of a set
X regardingB is the set of all of the objects, which
certainly can be classified withX regardingB, that is,

B∗ (X)=∪{Y∈U/B |Y⊆X} . (13)

2.The upper approximation set of a setX regardingB
is the set of all of the objects, which possibly can be
classified withX regardingB, that is,

B∗ (X)=∪{Y∈U/B |Y∩X 6= /0} . (14)

3.The Boundary Region (BR) set of a setX regardingB
is the set of all of the objects, which cannot be
decisively classified intoX regardingB, that is,

BR(X)=B∗ (X)−B∗ (X) . (15)

4.The Negative Region (NR) set of a setX regardingB is
the set of all of the objects, which cannot be certainly
classified intoX in regardingB, that is,

NR(X)=U−B∗ (X) . (16)

5.A set X is said to be rough set regardingB if its
boundary region is non-empty. Otherwise, the setX is
crisp regardingB.

6.Four Basic Classes of Rough Sets [9]:
(a)X is roughlyB-definable if

B∗ (X) 6= /0 and B∗ (X) 6=U . (17)

(b)X is internallyB-undefinable if

B∗ (X) = /0 and B∗ (X) 6=U. (18)

(c) X is externallyB-undefinable if

B∗ (X) 6= /0 and B∗ (X) =U. (19)

(d)X is totallyB-undefinable if

B∗ (X)= /0 and B∗ (X)=U . (20)

7.From the above definitions, the following properties
hold [12,17,18]:

(a)
B∗ (X)⊆ X ⊆ B∗ (X) . (21)

(b)
X ⊆Y → B∗ (X)⊆ B∗ (Y) . (22)

(c)
X ⊆Y → B∗ (X)⊆ B∗ (Y) . (23)

(d)
B∗ (X∩Y) = B∗ (X)∩B∗ (Y) . (24)

(e)
B∗ (X∪Y) = B∗ (X)∪B∗ (Y) . (25)

The following coefficient of the rough set can
characterize the accuracy of the approximation [8,14]:

αB (X)=
|B∗ (X)|

|B∗ (X)|
. (26)

Where

|B∗ (X)| denotes the cardinality ofB∗ (X) , |B∗ (X)| 6= /0.

It is clear that 0≤αB (X)≤1. A set X is said to be
rough set regardingB if αB (X)< 1; a setX is said to be
crisp set regardingB if αB (X)= 1.

2.5 Decision Rules

Decision rules will be denoted byC(X)→D(X) , where
C and D are disjoint sets of the condition and decision
attributes, respectively.

A decision rule may be characterized by the following
specific definitions [7,14,17,20]:

1.Decision rule support =

|C(X)∩D(X)| . (27)

2.The strength of the decision rule =

|C(X)∩D(X)|

|U |
=

Decision rule support
|U |

.

(28)
3.The certainty factor of the decision rule =

|C(X)∩D(X)|

|C(X)|
. (29)

4.If “the certainty factor of the decision rule = 1”, then
it will be called a certain decision rule; if “0< the
certainty factor of the decision rule< 1”, then the
decision rule will be viewed as an uncertain decision
rule.

5.Coverage factor of the decision rule =

|C(X)∩D(X)|

|D(X)|
. (30)
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3 Problem Formulation

Faults repairing the problem at TE Company is formulated
into the following sections.

3.1 Geography Area of the paper

This paper has been done in the Sharkia Governorate,
located in the northern part of Egypt, in the area operated
by TE Company. It has 15 cities and 3885 minor villages
with approximately 6,485,412 habitats, scattered on a
geographic area of 4,180 km2.

TE Company is Egypt’s main telecommunication
company. It was established in 1854. In 1998, it took over
the former Arab Republic of Egypt National
Telecommunication Organization (ARENTO). It has a
fixed-line subscriber base of more than10 million
subscribers, which makes it the biggest fixed-line
provider in Africa and the Middle East.

3.2 Target Population

The subject of this paper is to analyze FRS based on
rough sets before and after applying LFRA and
determines whether the faults are repaired the same day
for subscribers located in Sharkia Governorate.

TE Company has a fixed-line subscriber base more
than 200, 000 subscribers in the branch of Sharkia
Governorate.

The branch of Sharkia Governorate has 78 central. A
total number of main and sub centrals is 10 and 68,
respectively.

Dataset was taken at the period of December 2016
directly from the company’s databases.

A total number of dataset records are 795 records.

3.3 Dataset Attributes

Dataset has the following attributes:

1.Branch ID: The branch of Sharkia Governorate ID
with a numeric data type.

2.Central ID: One of the centrals which are located in
the branch of Sharkia Governorate with a numeric data
type.

3.Tele No: Telephone number of the subscriber who
faces malfunction with a numeric data type.

4.Line Type: one refers to “ground,” and two refers to
“aerial” with a numeric data type.

5.Repman ID: One of the malfunctions repairs
technicians that are assigned to the mentioned central
and cluster with a numeric data type.

6.Complaint Date: The date on which the subscriber
submits of the complaint with a date data type.

7.Complaint Time: The time on which the subscriber
submits of the complaint with a time data type.

8.Close Date: The date on which the fault was repaired
with a date data type.

9.Close Time: The time on which the fault was repaired
with a time data type.

10.Last Test Date-Time: The date and time on which the
fault was tested to check if it is repaired with a date-
time data type.

11.Archived Date-Time: The date and time on which the
complaint was archived with a date-time data type.

12.Waiting Period: Period taken to repair the fault with a
numeric data type.

13.Technicians Count: A total number of the
malfunctions repair technicians that are assigned to
the mentioned central with a numeric data type.

14.Faults Count: A total number of faults that are
assigned to the mentioned central with a numeric data
type.

15.In Range: Yes refers to “Complaint Time” before
3:00 PM; No refers to “Complaint Time” after 3:00
PM with a Boolean data type.

16.Finished: decision attribute of the current FRS which
has two values:
(a)Yes: refers to the fault is repaired on the same day.
(b) No: refers to the fault isn’t repaired on the same

day.

4 FRS Analysis and Building Decision Rules
Based on RST

The Rosetta (Rough Set Toolkit for Analysis of Data) is a
toolkit that implements RST based on rule induction as
well as some additional features. It’s used the following
sections for generating the equivalence classes of the
FRS, calculating reduct set of the FRS, identifying
decision regions when “Finished” attribute valued “Yes”
and “No”, and build decision rules of the FRS [1].

4.1 Information Table Construction

First of all, the dataset will be preprocessed and
normalized as the following:

1.Some attributes will be deleted because their value
doesn’t have a direct effect on the decision attribute
such as:
(a)Branch ID: All dataset records have the same

value (“1”).
(b)Last Test Date-Time and Archived Date-Time:

Their Values are similar to “Close Date-Time”
values.

(c)Complaint Date, Complaint Time, Close Date
and Close Time: their values included by
“Waiting Period” which represented the difference
between “Close Date- Time” and “Complaint
Date-Time.”
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(d)Tele No: Domain of codes and has a unique value
for every subscriber.

(e)Repman ID: Domain of malfunctions repairs
technicians that are assigned to the mentioned
central and cluster.

The normalized dataset represented the IS of the FRS,
which includes the following:

1.Condition attributes are{Central Code, Line Type, In
Range, Technicians Count, Faults Count, and Waiting
Period}.

2.Decision attribute is{Finished} which has two values.
If valued “Yes,” then the fault has been repaired on the
same day; if valued “No,” then the fault has not been
repaired on the same day.

Fig. 1: FRS representation

Figure 1 represents the FRS in the form of condition
attributes and decision attribute (Information Table) for
further coming processing.

4.2 Indiscernibility Relation, The Equivalence
Classes and Reduct Set of the FRS

Rosetta is used to generating the equivalence classes of the
universe based on the indiscernibility relation.

Fig. 2: Equivalence Classes of the FRS

In Figure 2, the indiscernibility relation groups
together faults that are indiscernible into equivalence
classes to calculate reduct and analyze of the FRS.

Rosetta calculates reduct of the FRS based on the
equivalence classes, which is{Central Name, Line Type,
In Range, Wait Period}.

4.3 FRS Analysis in the View of Positive Region,
Boundary Region, and the Outside Region

Fig. 3: Decision Regions When “Finished” Attribute Valued
“Yes”

In Figure 3, the “Finished” attribute valued “Yes,” and
the following three regions based on the equivalence
classes are considered:

1.Lower Approximation (Positive Region): Set of
faults which certainly can be repaired on the same
day.

2.Boundary Region: Set of faults which possibly can be
repaired on the same day.

3.Outside Region: Set of faults which certainly can’t be
repaired on the same day.

4.The accuracy of Approximation = 258/664=0.388,
which means 38.8% of faults with “Finished” attribute
valued “Yes” are certainly repaired and 61.2% of its
are possible repaired on the same day.

Fig. 4: Decision Regions When “Finished” Attribute Valued
“No”

In Figure 4, the “Finished” attribute valued “No,” and
the following three regions based on the equivalence
classes are considered:
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1.Lower Approximation (Positive Region): Set of
faults which certainly can’t be repaired on the same
day.

2.Boundary Region: Set of faults which possibly can’t
be repaired on the same day.

3.Outside Region: Set of faults which certainly can be
repaired on the same day.

4.The accuracy of Approximation = 131/537=0.243,
which means 24.3% of faults with “Finished” attribute
valued “No” are certainly can’t be repaired and 75.7%
of its are possible can’t be repaired on the same day.

4.4 Building Decision Rules for the FRS

In Figure 5, Rosetta will be used to build decision rules of
the FRS based on the equivalence classes into the form
Left Hand Side (LHS)→ Right Hand Side (RHS) and
consider the following for each rule:

1.LHS Support: No. of faults that satisfy condition
attributes in the LHS of the rule.

2.RHS Support: No. of faults that satisfy decision
attribute in the RHS of the rule.

3.RHS Accuracy: No. of faults that satisfy condition
attributes in the LHS of the rule by No. of faults that
satisfy decision attribute in the RHS of the rule.

4.LHS Coverage: No. of faults that satisfy condition
attributes in the LHS of the rule by total No. of faults.

5.RHS Coverage: No. of faults that satisfy decision
attribute in the RHS of the rule by total No. of faults.

The results in Figure 5 can help the decision makers
in predicting the percentage of faults which, certainly
repaired, possibly repaired, certainly can’t be repaired and
possibly can’t be repaired in the same day. In rule 9, if
conditional attributes “Central Code” = “9”, “Line Type”
= “2”, “In Range” = “Yes”, and “Wait Period” = “0”, then
decision attribute “Finished” = “Yes” or “No” and
consider the following for this rule:

1.LHS Support = 29.
2.RHS Support: 8 for “No” and 21 for “yes”.
3.RHS Accuracy: 0.275862 for “No” and 0.724138 for

“yes”.
4.LHS Coverage = 0.036478.
5.RHS Coverage: 0.041026 for “No” and 0.035 for

“yes”.

4.5 Operational Research Algorithms in
Handling FRS

Emam [4] et al. focused on the solution of fully rough
three level large scale integer linear programming
problem, in which all decision parameters and decision
variables in the objective functions and the constraints are
rough intervals, and have block angular structure of the

constraints. This paper based on block angular structure
where FRS is distributed among several multiple centrals,
each central has its own constraints and communicate
with other centrals through common constraints which
represent the linked point between all centrals.

FRS can be modeled as “Rough Large Scale Integer
Linear Programming” problem based on Operational
Research (OR) techniques, where:

1.It is distributed among several multiple sub problems
(centrals).

2.Decision rules of each central represent the constraints
of this central.

3.Constraints of each central are independent of others.
4.No. of faults which can be repaired on the same day

are integer values.
5.There are a set of faults which certainly can be repaired

on the same day (Lower Approximation) and a set of
faults which possibly can be repaired on the same day
(Upper Approximation).

The main importance of mapping OR model to rough
sets is to deal with large scale decision rules as it without
modifications and overcome the complexity of converting
it into equations, which allows the decision maker to make
rapid decisions.

5 An Algorithm for LFR

The suggested algorithm groups together the nearest
centrals into clusters. Then, redistribute faults to
malfunctions repairs technicians in the same central or in
the same cluster according to:

1.A number of Faults in each central.
2.Average Load.
3.A number of the technician’s finished faults up till now.

The following algorithm is repeated daily five times
to have in each time a sufficient number of faults to be
redistributed. The time slots have the following intervals:

1.At 08:00 AM, the algorithm redistributes all faults
which complained before 08:00 AM.

2.At 10:00 AM, the algorithm redistributes all
remaining not redistributed faults and faults which
complained from 8:00 AM to 10:00 AM.

3.At 12:00 PM, the algorithm redistributes all
remaining not redistributed faults and faults which
complained from 10:00 AM to 12:00 PM.

4.At 02:00 PM, the algorithm redistributes all
remaining not redistributed faults and faults which
complained from 12:00 PM to 02:00 PM.

5.At 03:00 PM, the algorithm redistributes all
remaining not redistributed faults and faults which
complained from 02:00 PM to 03:00 PM.

6.The faults which complained after 03:00 PM is shifted
to the next day.
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Fig. 5: FRS Decision Rules Using Rosetta

The suggested algorithm can be summarized in the
following manner:

Step 1. Set timeslots= [08:00 AM, 10:00 AM,
12:00 PM, 02:00 PM, 03:00 PM].

Step 2. Compute Averageload =
total numberof faults
/total numberof technicians.

Step 3. If current time in timeslots then
Step 4. Get numberof faults.
Step 5. For i=1 to numberof faults
Step 6. Get centralcode.

Set techniciancode=
get technicianfrom the samecentral
(centralcode).
Set technicianload=updatetechnician
load (techniciancode).

Step 7. End For
Step 8. Get remainingfaults.
Step 9. If remainingfaults>0 then
Step 10. For i=1 to remainingfaults
Step 11. Get clustercode.

Set techniciancode=
get technicianfrom the samecluster
(clustercode).
Set technicianload=
updatetechnicianload
(techniciancode).

Step 12. End For
Step 13. End If
Step 14. Get remainingfaults.
Step 15. If remainingfaults>0 then
Step 16. For i=1 to remainingfaults
Step 17. Get centralcode.

Set techniciancode=
get technicianfinishied taskscentral
(centralcode).
Set technicianload=
updatetechnicianload
(techniciancode).

Step 18. End For
Step19. End If

Step 20. Get remainingfaults.
Step 21. If remainingfaults>0 then
Step 22. For i=1 to remainingfaults
Step 23. Get clustercode.

Set techniciancode=
get technicianfinishied taskscluster
(clustercode).
Set technicianload=
updatetechnicianload(techniciancode).

Step 24. End For
Step 25. End If
Step 26. End If
Step 27. Function gettechnicianfrom the same

central (centralcode)
Step 28. For i=1 to numberof technicians
Step 29. If technicianload<averageload then
Step 30. Return techniciancode.
Step 31. End If
Step 32. End For
Step 33. End Function
Step 34. Function gettechnicianfrom the same

cluster (clustercode)
Step 35. For i=1 to numberof technicians
Step 36. If technicianload<averageload then
Step 37. Return techniciancode.
Step 38. End If
Step 39. End For
Step 40. End Function
Step 41. Function gettechnicianfinishied tasks

central (centralcode)
Step 42. For i=1 to numberof technicians
Step 43. If (technicianload - technicianfinish)

<averageload then
Step 44. Return techniciancode.
Step 45. End If
Step 46. End For
Step 47. End Function
Step 48. Function gettechnicianfinishied tasks

cluster (clustercode)
Step 49. For i=1 to numberof technicians
Step 50. If (technicianload - technicianfinish)

<averageload then
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Step 51. Return techniciancode.
Step 52. End If
Step 53. End For
Step 54. End Function
Step 55. Function updatetechnicianload

(technician code)
Step 56. Technicianload ++.
Step 57. End function
Step58. Function updatetechnicianfinish

(technician code)
Step59. Technicianfinish ++.
Step60. End function

6 FRS Analysis after Applying LFRA

Now, two condition attributes will be added to the
normalized dataset, which represented the IS of the FRS:

1.Technicians Count in the cluster.
2.Faults count in the cluster.

The previous steps in Section 4 will be repeated and
get the following results after applying LFRA.

Fig. 6: Decision Regions When “Finished” Attribute Valued
“Yes”

In Figure 6, the “Finished” attribute valued “Yes,” and
the following three regions based on the equivalence
classes are considered:

1.Lower Approximation (Positive Region): Set of
faults which certainly can be repaired on the same
day.

2.Boundary Region: Set of faults which possibly can be
repaired on the same day.

3.Outside Region: Set of faults which certainly can’t be
repaired on the same day.

4.The accuracy of Approximation = 559/679=0.823,
which means 82.3% of faults with “Finished” attribute
valued “Yes” are certainly repaired and 17.7% of its
are possibly repaired on the same day.

In Figure 7, the “Finished” attribute valued “No,” and
the following three regions based on the equivalence
classes are considered:

Fig. 7: Decision Regions When “Finished” Attribute Valued
“No”

1.Lower Approximation (Positive Region): Set of
faults which certainly can’t be repaired on the same
day.

2.Boundary Region: Set of faults which possibly can’t
be repaired on the same day.

3.Outside Region: Set of faults which certainly can be
repaired on the same day.

4.The accuracy of Approximation = 116/236=0.491,
which means 49.1% of faults with “Finished” attribute
valued “No” are certainly can’t be repaired and 50.9%
of its are possible can’t be repaired on the same day.

7 Experimental results before and after
Applying LFRA

Table 1: Decision Regions When “Finished” Attribute Valued
“Yes”

Item Before
LFRA

After
LFRA

Lower approximation 258 559
Upper approximation 664 679
Outside region 131 116
Accuracy of approximation 38.8% 82.3%

In Table 1 the “Finished” attribute valued “Yes,” and
considered the following:

1.The lower and upper approximations are maximized
after applying LFRA.

2.The outside region is minimized after applying LFRA.
3.The accuracy of the approximation is maximized after

applying LFRA.
4.The percentage of faults which certainly can be

repaired on the same day is maximized.

In Table 2, the “Finished” attribute valued “No,” and
considered the following:
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Table 2: Decision Regions When “Finished” Attribute Valued
“No”

Item Before
LFRA

After
LFRA

Lower approximation 131 116
Upper approximation 537 236
Outside region 258 559
Accuracy of approximation 24.3% 49.1%

1.The lower and upper approximations are minimized
after applying LFRA.

2.The outside region is maximized after applying LFRA.
3.The accuracy of the approximation is maximized after

applying LFRA.
4.The percentage of faults which certainly can’t be

repaired on the same day is minimized.

8 Conclusion and Points for Future Work

This paper studied FRS based on rough sets before and
after applying LFRA. In the first, FRS is analyzed in the
view of decision regions based on information tables,
indiscernibility relation, reducts and decision rules. Then,
LFRA is implemented to redistribute faults to
malfunctions repairs technicians in the same central or in
the cluster according to a set of parameters. Finally, FRS
is analyzed based on rough sets after applying LFRA.

The proposed methodology is implemented using TE
Company as a case study to clarify the suggested model.
The results showed that LFRA improved the accuracy of
approximation, the percentage of faults which certainly
can be repaired on the same day is maximized, and the
percentage of faults which certainly can’t be repaired on
the same day is minimized.

However, there are many other aspects, which should
be explored and studied such as analyze FRS based on FST
and compare the results of RST and FST.
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